
 

  

   

 

  

           

 

  

  

  

    

  

  

   

   

 

   

   

  

   

Alignment Report 

Grand Haven CDD 

Alignment as of: 05/04/2022 

Created: 05/04/2022 

85% Overall alignment score 

66 Aligned 5 Marginal 10 Vulnerable 0 N/A 

Alignment overview 

Core Infrastructure v2020.5 77% Server Infrastructure v2020.5 89% 

Local Area Network 88% 

Wide Area Network 100% 

Workstations & Mobile Devices - 50% 

Security & Privacy v2020.5 95% Celera360 80% 

Physical & Environmental Security 92% 

Endpoint Security 100% 

Network & Web Security 94% 

Vulnerability & Patch Management 100% 

Server Hardware - 89% 

Implementation 73% 

Standards and checks 86% 
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Alignment details 

Priority of questions: Low Medium High 

Core Infrastructure v2020.5 11 1 3 0 77% 

Local Area Network 7 0 1 0 88% 

Enterprise Firewall(s) 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are production firewalls (a) Enterprise grade, (b) up to date with the latest stable OS or firmware, and (c) not within 6 months of 
its service/support contract remaining? Please document firmware and model in notes. 

Why we are asking: A business firewall prioritizes security over speed by offering a larger array of features than a consumer-grade firewall. 
Granular control over ports, protocols, and applications add layers of security a consumer device cannot offer. Malware filtering, Active 

Directory integration, and remote VPN client connectivity are just some of the many benefits of enterprise firewalls. 

Technical analysis: Licenses Creekside : C1601ARYFMFFM4E License expires : 1/2/2023 Guard: C08023RKW4FVM75 license expires 

LICENSE HAS EXPIRED Village Center C1601AMBGYVQ8B2 License expires 1/11/2023 HARDWARE Guard : XG85 EOL 17-AUG-2022 

Village Center XG125 : EOL 31-DEC-2024 Creekside XG125: EOL 31-DEC-2024 

Business analysis: Guard: C08023RKW4FVM75 license expires LICENSE HAS EXPIRED Others should be upgraded to XGS but does not 
have to be right now but this can wait until next year. I have requested a quote from vendor. 

Firewall Configuration Backup 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is a firewall configuration file and documentation listing all firewall functions backed up periodically? 

Why we are asking: A firewall configuration backup retains all of the current settings for the hardware. In the event of a failed device or 
cyber attack that affects the configuration of the hardware, a backup of the device's settings will contribute to having a customer up and 

running with minimal downtime. 

Technical analysis: Firewall is backed up to Sophos Central portal weekly. 

Business analysis: None 

Enterprise Switches 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are production switches (a) Enterprise grade, (b) up to date with the latest stable OS or firmware, (c) not within 6 months of its 

service/support contract remaining?, and (d) have—at minimum—Gigabit uplinks? 

Why we are asking: Enterprise network switches provide numerous benefits over consumer-grade models. Higher throughput and data 

forwarding rates make business switches ideal for customer environments. The additional manageability and security features make 

enterprise hardware more appealing to customers who process, store, and transmit sensitive data. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

Switch Configuration Backup 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are switch configuration files and documentation listing all switch functions backed up periodically? 

Why we are asking: A switch configuration backup retains all of the current settings for the hardware. In the event of a failed device or 
cyber attack that affects the configuration of the hardware, a backup of the device's settings will contribute to having a customer up and 

running with minimal downtime. 

Technical analysis: No managed switches at Grand Haven. 

Business analysis: None 
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Wireless Access Points 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are WAPs enterprise grade and have encryption on the LAN WiFi? 

Why we are asking: Wireless Access Points (WAPs) designed for use in the enterprise will offer a substantial benefit over their consumer 
counterpart. Advanced security options, RADIUS integration, seamless roaming, and better manufacturer warranty and support makes 

these ideal for any business environment that makes security and accessibility a priority. 

Technical analysis: Sophos AP15 and new APX720s will be installed at Village center 

Business analysis: None 

Wireless Configuration Backup 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are Wireless Access Point configuration files and documentation listing all functions backed up periodically? 

Why we are asking: A Wireless Access Point (WAP) configuration backup retains all of the current settings for the hardware. In the event 
of a failed device or cyber attack that affects the configuration of the hardware, a backup of the device's settings will contribute to having 

a customer up and running with minimal downtime. 

Technical analysis: Wireless access points are configured via Sophos firewall, configuration is backed up 

Business analysis: None 

Cabling 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: All LAN cabling is (a) Category 5e or newer, (b) properly terminated to a patch panel, and (c) properly labeled and documented? 

Why we are asking: To achieve speeds of 1 Gigabit per second (1Gbps), Category 5e Ethernet or newer is a requirement. However, 
depending on the needs of the environment, business industry, and demand on internal resources, enhanced Category cabling may be 

necessary (6, 6a, 7, 7a). 

Technical analysis: Patch panel and wall ports labeled 

Business analysis: None 

Does Celera have Recent photos of network infrastructure and locations? 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Do we have up to date photos of server room, network rack/equipment and other specific physical devices we are responsible 

for? 

Why we are asking: None 

Technical analysis: We have some Photos but they are outdated. New photos will be taken. 

Business analysis: None 

Wide Area Network 2 0 0 0 100% 

Internet Connectivity 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Does the internet connection (a) meet the customer's needs, (b) meet or exceed necessary bandwidth, and (c) have a 

configuration file and documentation listing all internet functions backed up periodically? Also document tested speeds with 

https://speedof.me 

Why we are asking: Internet speed and bandwidth is critical for customers who rely on cloud-based applications and services. Ensuring a 

customer has the fastest, most reliable connection dependent on their needs is crucial to productivity. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 
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Internet Service Provider Documentation 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Documentation on the Internet Service Provider (IP settings, support information, hardware models) is saved in a secure 

location and updated periodically? 

Why we are asking: Documentation related to a customer's internet connection is important when a) implementing projects that involve 

WAN or LAN connectivity, b) working with vendors who need access for various reasons, and c) for troubleshooting or supporting the 

connection on the customer's behalf. 

Technical analysis: Saved in ITGlue 

Business analysis: None 

Workstations & Mobile Devices - 2 1 2 0 50% 

Spare Hardware 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: A spare workstation (hot or cold) and peripherals are available at the customer's location? 

Why we are asking: A spare workstation or laptop at a customer's location minimizes downtime. The ability to have a user back up and 

running in a manner of hours or minutes instead of days is important to the productivity of the business. Cold spares typically remain in or 
out of the box with no prior setup while hot spares are preconfigured to be swapped in at a moment's notice and ready to operate. 

Technical analysis: No spare workstations waiting 

Business analysis: Spare workstations are kept at Celera's main office and are available for emergencies and replacement. 

Minimum System Specifications 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Do workstations and laptops meet or exceed minimum resource requirements? 

Why we are asking: Specifications for desktop and laptop machines should be sufficient enough to prevent downtime, low productivity, 
and enable users to work at their desired pace. Users should not have to wait for their hardware to catch up to their level of productivity. 

Technical analysis: Intel i5 Processor, 8 GB memory, 240GB SSD for user workstations. 

Business analysis: None 

Workstation Age and Warranty 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Workstations are (a) less than 5 years old and (b) have a manufacturer's warranty with more than 6 months remaining? 

Why we are asking: Setting an age limit on hardware generates a replacement cycle and allows for a refresh of the customer's technology 

to constantly stay up to date. The average computer manufacturer has a maximum 5 year limit on covered parts and labor and is an 

acceptable method of developing a hardware refresh. Identifying machines with less than 6 months of warranty remaining allows for 
ample time to notify the decision maker and allocate sufficient funds. 

Technical analysis: Workstations are older than 5 years and no Warranties 

Business analysis: Celera offers a 1-year warranty on workstations and spare devices are kept onsite for replacement when issues arise. 
Workstations are replaced as needed or when requested by the client. 

Does the company deny access to company resources from personal devices 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is there a policy to deny the use of personal unmonitored computers to company resources (Mail, applications, etc) 

Why we are asking: We do not recommend employees using personal computers to access company resources as they will not be 

monitored. Celera recommends the company provides computers. 

Technical analysis: no BYOD devices allowed to access internal services Remote access is done from Celera Monitored Company devices 

Business analysis: None 
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Mobile Device Security 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Mobile devices are (a) up to date on the latest stable Operating System, (b) unaltered from the original configuration 

(rooted/jailbroken), and (c) have minimum user authentication enabled (PIN, password, fingerprint)? 

Why we are asking: Minimum security requirements like a PIN or password are a simple, but effective method of preventing unauthorized 

access. MDM tools can enforce Multi-factor Authentication (MFA). Phones with altered operating systems (root/jailbroken) expose the 

devices information to anyone looking to exploit the devices heightened system access. 

Technical analysis: All field staff, Mark (construction manager) Barry Vanessa and Donna have work issued phones field staff have no 

work email Barry Mark Vanessa and Donna may have email on phone. Due to an employee incident in the past, staff are advised to NOT 

have a phone lock screen password. (past employee was hiding inappropriate things on phone, phone was locked) 

Business analysis: None 

Server Infrastructure v2020.5 16 0 2 0 89% 

Server Hardware - 16 0 2 0 89% 

Hardware Compatibility List 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is the server hardware (a) listed on the hypervisor's hardware compatibility list, (b) meet CPU, memory, storage, and network 

considerations, and (c) adequate to operate the chosen hypervisor? 

Why we are asking: The physical server used to host the selected hypervisor and guest machines must be present on the hypervisor's 

hardware compatibility list. The list ensures a) full compatibility with the hypervisor, all features, and benefits and b) the hypervisor will 
have full support from the developer. Operating on hardware not on the list may be possible, but the developer will not support it. 

Technical analysis: Name GHCDDSVR Manufacturer Dell Inc. Model PowerEdge T330 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3-1220 v5 @ 3.00GHz Serial 
Number FC2CKH2 RAM 32 GB 

Business analysis: None 

Server Age and Warranty 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Servers are (a) less than 5 years old and (b) have a manufacturer's warranty with more than 12 months remaining? 

Why we are asking: Setting an age limit on hardware generates a replacement cycle and allows for a refresh of the customer's technology 

to constantly stay up to date. The average computer manufacturer has a maximum 5 year limit on covered parts and labor and is an 

acceptable method of developing a hardware refresh. Identifying machines with less than 12 months of warranty remaining allows for 
ample time to notify the decision maker and allocate sufficient funds. 

Technical analysis: GHCDDSVR (Hyper-v physical server) PowerEdge T330 Service Tag: FC2CKH2 Express Service Code: 33381274790 

Support Services: ProSupport � Expires 03 MAY 2023 

Business analysis: None 

Hardware BIOS Settings 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: All servers are configured to automatically start after a power outage? 

Why we are asking: In the event of a loss of power, servers should be configured to automatically power on and boot to the OS. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 
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Optimal Hardware Configuration 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Does the server hardware configuration meet or exceed demand? 

Why we are asking: Capacity and performance planning can establish a hardware configuration baseline that meets or exceeds the 

intended resource demand. In general, building a server with no room for growth leads to problems in a short period of time. Building a 

server with the proper specifications will prevent this oversight. Features like hot swappable drives, a global hot spare, and an optimal 
RAID configuration are example of capacity and performance planning. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

Exclusive Server Roles 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are provisioned servers exclusively operating their designated roles (e.g., Email, Domain Controller, Database)? 

Why we are asking: Servers provisioned in a production environment should operate a specific role and not host multiple functions. For 
example, a domain controller is a dedicated server for Active Directory management—among other things—and should not host other 
functions like a database, application server, printer server, and so on. Reducing the risk of conflicts and server problems is possible when 

properly separating functions. 

Technical analysis: GHCDDSVR - Hyperv host of all 3 virtual servers GHCDDSVR1 - SBS2011 Domain controller, file server and DNS 

GHCDDSVR2 - CRM host/Database GHCDDSVR3 - Laserfiche 

Business analysis: None 

Guest Operating System Support 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Guest Operating Systems are (a) actively supported by the developer and (b) supported in a virtual environment? 

Why we are asking: While most operating systems can be virtualized, not all are supported by the developer in this format. It is critical that 
the OS developer fully support the software when hosted in a virtual environment. 

Technical analysis: Server 2008 and SBS 2011 operating systems are out of support. This will be resolved when we move forward with 

rebuilding the domain. 

Business analysis: We are forced to wait until we shut down CRM before we can continue with this upgrade. Last update was: Vanessa: 
We will be upgrading the gates. I’m waiting on a proposal from the Gate Store. 

Static Network Configurations 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Guest Operating Systems are configured with a Static IP, DNS, and Gateway? 

Why we are asking: Static network configurations prevent downtime and disconnects due to IP conflicts on the system due to DHCP and 

other factors. Servers with a exclusive role most likely require a static IP address (e.g., Exchange, SQL, Domain Controller). 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

Hard Disk Performance 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Does the server operate on high-performance RAID disks? 

Why we are asking: Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) has multiple configurations, all with pros and cons for certain 

applications and uses. In general, a server should operate on a high-performance RAID configuration that allows for fast access rates and 

disk seeking to prevent bottlenecks. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 
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Software Version and Support 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Applications are (a) a current version, (b) not limited in capacity by resource restraints (trials, Express versions), and (c) under 
an active maintenance plan through the developer? 

Why we are asking: Software operating in a production environment should not be constrained by free trials or limited features. Full, paid 

versions of software needs to be implemented to prevent restrictions to users and productivity. Trials and "express" versions carry limited 

to no support through the developer, and full version software must have an active support contract or within the support window during 

its tenure. 

Technical analysis: SBS2011/Microsoft CRM is not current version, out of support with no updates/security patches This will be changed 

when CRM can be decomissioned 

Business analysis: Also waiting for CRM to be shut down. 

Mapped Network Drives 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Mapped network drives are configured using Group Policy? 

Why we are asking: Mapping network drives through Group Policy is a Microsoft best practice. Using login scripts is often unreliable and 

requires manual intervention which is not optimal with numerous personnel. 

Technical analysis: Domain users mapped S: (\\ghcddsvr1\Share 

Business analysis: None 

Free Disk Space 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Disk volumes have an acceptable level of disk space available? 

Why we are asking: Filling drives to 100% can cause data loss, performance problems, or corruption. 

Technical analysis: GHCDDSVR1 has 70% free disk space (682GB Free) 

Business analysis: None 

CPU/RAM/HDD Resource Allocation 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: The server has been allocated (a) sufficient CPU cores, (b) system memory that meets or exceeds manufacturer specifications, 
and (c) adequate storage space? 

Why we are asking: Resources allocated to a server should always meet or exceed recommended specifications for optimal performance. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

Supported Configuration 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: The server's role configuration matches manufacturer or industry best practices? 

Why we are asking: When hosting an application or specific function, the installed software usually meets or exceeds recommended 

operating conditions based on the recommendation of the developer. CPU, RAM, hard disk configuration, and other factors come into play 

when operating software on a server in a production environment. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 
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Active Directory Offsite Replication 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Active Directory replication occurs between local server and offsite Domain Controller? 

Why we are asking: Active Directory information should be replicating between Domain Controllers regularly. Replication can occur 
between domain controllers on site or in the cloud. 

Technical analysis: Environment does not support this 

Business analysis: None 

Virtual Machine Auto Start 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Virtual machines automatically start when the hypervisor boots up? 

Why we are asking: Upon start up of a physical server, the hypervisor should be configured to automatically boot some or all guest 
operating systems. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

Guest System Tools 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is the latest version of guest system tools installed on virtual servers? 

Why we are asking: Keeping tools up to date increases compatibility with newer versions and fixes known bugs. Guest tools enable 

various features for interaction between the guest OS and the hypervisor. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

Backups 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Does the server run daily image-based backups? 

Why we are asking: None 

Technical analysis: N-Able Backups 

Business analysis: None 

Backup Storage 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are backups stored securely and offsite? 

Why we are asking: None 

Technical analysis: N-Able Backups 

Business analysis: None 
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Security & Privacy v2020.5 19 2 0 0 95% 

Physical & Environmental Security 5 1 0 0 92% 

Is Physical Access to critical infrastructure controlled? 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is Physical Access to critical infrastructure controlled? 

Why we are asking: Physical access control mechanisms exist to authorize physical access to authorized personnel and to prevent 
unauthorized access. 

Technical analysis: Server and network equipment locked in Gym Closet at Creekside Network Equipment locked in closet in Donna's 

office in Villagecenter. PC and network equipment mounted in rack in Main Guard building, monitored by video 24/7 

Business analysis: None 

Is there a lockable casing on ciritcal infrastructure 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are system components protected from unauthorized physical access (e.g., lockable physical casings)? 

Why we are asking: Locking cabinets, doors, and casings exist to protect system components from unauthorized physical access. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

Intrusion Alarms / Surveillance Equipment 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Monitoring is configured for physical intrusion alarms and surveillance equipment? 

Why we are asking: The existence of a security system helps monitor physical intrusion alarms and surveillance equipment. 

Technical analysis: Sever room is monitored by Passive Video surveillance. No active alerting. 

Business analysis: None 

Fire Detection, Protection, and Suppression 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Does the customer (a) maintain fire suppression and detection devices/systems, (b) utilize fire detection devices/systems that 
activate automatically and notify emergency responders in the event of a fire, and (c) employ an automatic fire suppression capability for 
critical information systems when the facility is not staffed on a continuous basis? 

Why we are asking: Fire suppression and detection devices/systems that are supported by an independent energy source monitor and 

alert proper authorities during an emergency. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

Temperature & Humidity Controls 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are facility temperature and humidity levels monitored and maintained? 

Why we are asking: Temperature and humidity levels should constantly be monitored within the facility. Changes in these levels will 
trigger an alarm/notification to the proper response team. 

Technical analysis: All facilities have hvac systems to control temperatures. 

Business analysis: None 
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Monitoring with Alarms / Notifications 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Will the system trigger an alarm or notification of temperature and humidity changes that be potentially harmful to personnel or 
equipment? 

Why we are asking: Facility security mechanisms exist to trigger an alarm or notification of temperature and humidity changes that be 

potentially harmful to personnel or equipment. 

Technical analysis: No active alerting for temperature issue 

Business analysis: The facility is equipped with fire alarms and a sprinkler system but there is not a dedicated system in place to alert of 
changes in the server room. Currently, all of the networking equipment is stored in the same room as the water pipes so if a burst happens 

the equipment is in danger of damage. 

Endpoint Security 4 0 0 0 100% 

Centralized Antimalware Management 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Antimalware technologies are centrally-managed by the customer or a third party? 

Why we are asking: Centrally-manage antimalware technologies through the use of Remote Monitoring and Management (RMM) tools. 
RMM tools offer the capability to update endpoint clients, update definitions, and centrally-manage them on a set schedule. 

Technical analysis: Managed Anti-malware software has been deployed on GHCDD systems. 

Business analysis: None 

Always On Protection 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are anti-malware technologies are continuously running and cannot be disabled or altered by non-privileged users, unless 

specifically authorized by management on a case-by-case basis for a limited time period? 

Why we are asking: Permissions exist to ensure that anti-malware technologies are continuously running in real-time and cannot be 

disabled or altered by non-privileged users, unless specifically authorized by management on a case-by-case basis for a limited time 

period. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

Automated Notifications 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are incident response personnel alerted upon discovering discrepancies during integrity scanning? 

Why we are asking: Mechanisms exist to alert incident response personnel upon discovering discrepancies during integrity verification. 
Notification of detected threats enables a speedy and proper response to remediation. 

Technical analysis: notifications will be provided by managed anti-malware systems. 

Business analysis: None 

Software Firewall 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is the use of a host-based firewall software on all laptop computers and other portable workstations capable of implementing a 

host-based firewall? 

Why we are asking: Servers, workstations, and laptops must utilize a host-based firewall software if capable. A host-based firewall is 

commonly built-in to modern operating systems and limits unauthorized incoming and outgoing network transmissions, protecting the 

end user and company network from malicious activity. 

Technical analysis: Windows firewall enabled on all devices 

Business analysis: None 
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Network & Web Security 7 1 0 0 94% 

Guest Networks 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Does the customer implement and manage a segregated (wired/wireless) guest network? 

Why we are asking: A secure guest network is used to allow employees and guests to access the internet on personal devices without 
gaining access to the corporate network. A correctly configured guest network is publicly visible and segmented from the production 

environment (e.g., VLAN) 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

Sensitive Data In Public Cloud Providers 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Does the customer limit the storage of sensitive data in public cloud providers? 

Why we are asking: Customers should attempt to limit and manage the storage of sensitive data in public cloud providers. Sensitive data 

stored on third party storage has the potential to be stolen if not properly secured. 

Technical analysis: No cloud services to be a part of this segment 

Business analysis: None 

Authentication & Encryption 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are authentication and cryptographic mechanisms used to protect internal wireless access? 

Why we are asking: Wireless and encryption mechanisms create a secure login and use environment for wireless access. Current 
authentication methods (e.g., WPA2) and encryption (e.g., AES 256) standards are used to secure and protect the corporate network. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

Network Intrusion Detection / Prevention Systems (IDS / IPS) 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are network Intrusion Detection Systems and/or Intrusion Prevention Systems (IDS/IPS) used to detect and/or prevent 
intrusions into the network? 

Why we are asking: Network Intrusion Detection / Prevention Systems (IDS/IPS) detect and/or prevent intrusions into the network. 
Detection systems only alert when a potential attack is occurring while a Prevention system will alert and mitigate the threat on its own. 

Technical analysis: IDS provided by Sophos Firewall 

Business analysis: None 

Safeguarding Data Over Open Networks 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Do cryptographic mechanisms use strong cryptography and security protocols to safeguard sensitive data during transmission 

over open, public networks? 

Why we are asking: Strong cryptography and security protocols safeguard sensitive data during transmission over open, public networks. 

Technical analysis: No vpn or encryption setup. we do not support company devices using public wifi or open networks. 

Business analysis: None 
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Rogue Wireless Detection 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Does the customer test for the presence of Wireless Access Points (WAPs) and identify all authorized and unauthorized WAPs 

within the facility(ies)? 

Why we are asking: Testing for the presence of Wireless Access Points (WAPs) identifies all authorized and unauthorized WAPs within 

the facility(ies). 

Technical analysis: Not part of SOP, do not have capability. 

Business analysis: Need to revisit once CyberCNS issues are resolved, setup new device notification. 

Content Filtering 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Does the customer force Internet-bound network traffic through a proxy device or web filtering service to limit a user's ability to 

connect to prohibited content? 

Why we are asking: Forcing Internet-bound network traffic through a proxy device for URL content filtering and DNS filtering limits a user's 

ability to connect to dangerous or prohibited Internet sites. 

Technical analysis: WEB control on firewall filtering traffic Also controlled by DNS Filtering 

Business analysis: None 

Security Operations Center (SOC) 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is an internal or outsourced Security Operations Center (SO(c) that facilitates a 24x7 response capability utilized by the 

customer? 

Why we are asking: Establish and maintain a Security Operations Center (SOC) that facilitates a 24x7 response capability. The goal of a 

SOC is to monitor, detect, investigate, and respond to all types of cyber threats around the clock. 

Technical analysis: Central anti-malware service is monitored by SOC system. 

Business analysis: None 

Vulnerability & Patch Management 3 0 0 0 100% 

Vulnerability Scanning 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are periodic vulnerability scans performed on systems and web applications? 

Why we are asking: Detecting vulnerabilities and configuration errors using recurring vulnerability scanning of systems and web 

applications. Proactively scanning contributes to the development of a Vulnerability Remediation Process. 

Technical analysis: Implemented 

Business analysis: Implemented 

Stable Versions 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Do all applicable systems receive the latest stable version of any security-related updates? 

Why we are asking: A system to install the latest stable version of any security-related updates on all applicable systems prevents new 

and old vulnerabilities from exploitation. The sooner a stable patch can be applied to a system, the lower the risk of a potential risk 

becoming kinetic. 

Technical analysis: Applications pushed through windows updates and Syncro application updates. 

Business analysis: None 
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Software Patching 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is a solution in place for software patching for all deployed operating systems, applications and firmware? 

Why we are asking: Conducting software patching for all deployed operating systems, applications and firmware remediates the risk of 
known vulnerabilities becoming a target. Threat actors often review security patches to understand the vulnerability being remediated and 

exploit it on systems that fail or delay to update their systems. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

Celera360 20 2 5 0 80% 

Implementation 7 1 3 0 73% 

CyberCNS 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is CyberCNS implemented and running according to best practices? 

Why we are asking: Vulnerability mangement is critical to keeping networks secure, identifying rogue devices, implementing and 

maintaining application baselines, etc, etc. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: Implemented 

Security / detection 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is a detection and response product implemented and running according to best practices? 

Why we are asking: You cannot protect what you do not detect. Detection can help reveal security items that may be trying to hide in your 
network or slipped past protective defenses. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: Implemented 

DUO MFA 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is DUO implemented and being used for multifactor authentication for all users desktops (remote and local) 

Why we are asking: MFA goes a long way in protecting your networks and online accounts and should be enabled everywhere. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

Lastpass 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is Lastpass implemented and all users trained on its use? 

Why we are asking: A password manager allows you to save and store all your passwords in a secure vault so that you can have a 

randomly generated password for every site / account and not have to remember or type them in. 

Technical analysis: Lastpass accounts have been deployed but users have not been specifically trained. 

Business analysis: Celera is in the process of implementing this. 
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Security Awareness Training 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is security awareness training implemented for all M365 accounts? 

Why we are asking: Security awareness training provides users with the tools and knowledge needed to help keep your network safe. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: Implemented 

Microsoft 365 / e-mail security 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is Appriver link protection enabled 

Why we are asking: The Link Protection system offers an additional level of protection against malicious links sent in email messages. 
When active, links inside email messages sent to your users are replaced with links to the Link Protection system. The original links are 

analyzed for suspicious behavior or bad content, and warns the user when this activity is detected. The warning describes the suspicious 

content and may block the user from accessing the malicious link at all, depending upon your configured policies. If no suspicious or 
malicious content is found, the user will be redirected to the original link’s destination. 

Technical analysis: Link Protection enabled 2fa is not 

Business analysis: None 

DNS / Web Filter 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is a DNS / Web filter solution in place? 

Why we are asking: To keep the network secure 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: Implemented 

Network Printers 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are all network printers set to static IP addresses starting at x.x.x.20 and going up from there 21,22,23, etc. 

Why we are asking: This is the most reliable way to setup network printing and eliminates issues that arise from printers getting DHCP or 
printers being assigned a static IP in the DHCP range which can cause IP conflicts. 

Technical analysis: printers are not all set to static, some printers have DHCP reservations on GHCDDSVR1: Zebra ID card printer (10.128) 
Zebra ZC300 (10.108) MP202 (fax modem) (10.111) HP officejet 8720 (.10.118) 

Business analysis: None 

Appriver 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is advanced auditing for all users in each customer enabled? 

Why we are asking: None 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 
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Email Security 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is SPF, DKIM and DMARC enabled for email? 

Why we are asking: SPF DKIM and DMARC are simply a set of email authentication methods to prove to ISPs and mail services that 
senders are truly authorized to send email from a particular domain and, are a way of verifying your email sending server is sending emails 

through your domain. This is done to prevent someone else from sending emails on behalf of you by using your domain address. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

AutoElevate 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is AutoElevate setup and configured correctly on all user workstations 

Why we are asking: Users should not run as admin, rather standard users. This resolves that issue. 

Technical analysis: Auto-elevate has been activated and set to live mode, admin permissions removed for users who had it. Will monitor 
for any processes which can be turned into a rule. 

Business analysis: Implemented 

Standards and checks 13 1 2 0 86% 

Disable access to removable storage 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is the option to use removable media like jump drives disabled? 

Why we are asking: To disable access to prevent users from connecting to foreign devices, which may contain malware that can harm the 

computer or make it more difficult to install applications from unknown sources.Or if the device stores sensitive data, disabling read and 

write access to removable storage devices can help lock-down the system to stop users from trying to make a copy of certain 

information, improving security – even if the data is stored in the network. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: Its our recommendation to disable access to prevent data leak, would you like this implemented? 

Disable Guest account 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is the guest account disabled through GPO? 

Why we are asking: Through a Guest Account, users can get access to sensitive data. Such accounts grant access to a Windows 

computer and do not require a password. Enabling this account means anyone can misuse and abuse access to your systems. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: Disabled 

Is minimum password length enforced 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is the min password length policy set to at least 8? 

Why we are asking: This configuration provides adequate defense against a brute force attack. Using the Password must meet 
complexity requirements policy setting in addition to the minimum password length setting helps reduce the possibility of a dictionary 

attack. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 
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Is the maximum password age set 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is the maximum password age set to at least 365 days 

Why we are asking: So an attacker has a limited amount of time in which to compromise a user's password and have access to your 
network resources. 

Technical analysis: Set 

Business analysis: Set to 365 days 

Is one drive removed/disabled 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is one drive disabled through GPO or is there a policy to remove it completely? 

Why we are asking: By disabling OneDrive, you’re gaining back control of your own files, rather than storing them on a Microsoft-based 

server. Also, OneDrive uses your internet connection to upload files to Microsoft servers. If your connection is slow, OneDrive file syncing 

could have an impact on your network performance or use up your data allowance. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: Disabled 

Computers Container 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are computers taken out of the computers container and moved into proper OU's 

Why we are asking: GPO can only be linked to Site, Domain & OU. It cannot be linked to general containers, such as Computer & User 
containers by design. In addition, Group Policy can only be applied to computer & user objects. If the computer & user objects are included 

in group, Group Policy will not be applied. 

Technical analysis: For SBS2011, computers are in "SBSComputers" OU 

Business analysis: None 

Is an auto lock workstation policy in place? 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Do the workstations auto lock after a certain amount of time? 

Why we are asking: In most organizations the employees are advised to lock their computer before they step away from it. This is because 

without locking the computer, some one could access it. 

Technical analysis: 60 minutes 

Business analysis: None 

Is there a policy for folder redirection? 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Are user folders redirected to a server for backup purposes? 

Why we are asking: User settings and user files are typically stored in the local user profile, under the Users folder. The files in local user 
profiles can be accessed only from the current computer, which makes it difficult for users who use more than one computer to work with 

their data and synchronize settings between multiple computers. Storing the user files off the local computer also ensure that if the local 
computer crashes the files will be backed up. 

Technical analysis: \\ghcddsvr1\redirectedfolders\%username% 

Business analysis: None 
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If RDP is needed, is it implemented Securely? 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Verify if RDP is needed for any users in the organization. 

Why we are asking: Setting up a proper and secure connection into the network is crucial in order to minimize the chances of 
unauthorized access. 

Technical analysis: RDP is enabled. Donna, Melinda, Barry and Vanessa are all in the "Windows SBS Remote Web Access" security group 

in AD which enables remote access through https://remote.ghcdd.com 

Business analysis: MFA should be setup for remote and local users 

Is wait on startup enabled 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is wait on start up enabled? 

Why we are asking: The setting determines if Windows waits for complete network initialization before allowing the user to log on. Part of 
this initialization is the application of Group Policy. This may permit a User to log on before all GPOs (Group Policy Objects) are obtained 

and processed and so the user may operate under the incorrect security context for a time. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

Fast startup 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is fast startup disabled? 

Why we are asking: The reason to disable fast startup is that Group Policy and preference settings that are targeted during shutdown and 

startup aren’t applied when users shut down and start up their PCs. Settings are only applied during a reboot. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: Disabled 

Advanced login auditing 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is advanced login auditing enabled? 

Why we are asking: The security audit policy settings under Security Settings\Advanced Audit Policy Configuration can help your 
organization audit compliance with important business-related and security-related rules by tracking precisely defined activities, such as: 

A group administrator has modified settings or data on servers that contain finance information. 
An employee within a defined group has accessed an important file. 
The correct system access control list (SACL) is applied to every file and folder or registry key on a computer or file share as a 

verifiable safeguard against undetected access. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: Enabled 

Offline files 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Is offline files disabled? 

Why we are asking: Files can become out of sync and users may lose track of file versions and possibly lose documents. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: Disabled 
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Ensure no domain accounts have passwords set to never expire 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Ensure all domain accounts do not have "password never expires" set(Service accounts not included) 

Why we are asking: A password set to never expire can leave the domain vulnerable to stale credentials that could have been exposed. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

Inactive accounts 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Have inactive M365 and AD accounts been identified and eliminated? 

Why we are asking: Stale accounts cost money and pose a security risk 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: None 

WiFi Passwords 

Review ID: 238513 Engineer: Jake Kirkland (03/30/2022) VCIO: Mark Rohrbeck (04/21/2022) 

Question: Have WiFi passwords been changed within the last 365 days? 

Why we are asking: Stale passwords pose a security risk and should be changed occasionally. 

Technical analysis: None 

Business analysis: Change password when installing new access points 

Client Signature: Date: 
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